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Introduction
Colney Heath Common (the Common) is registered common land located in Colney Heath
village on the south eastern edge of Colney Heath Parish and has been under the care and
ownership of Colney Heath Parish Council (CHPC) since being acquired piecemeal in the
1950s and ‘60s.
Figure 1 shows the extent of the registered Colney Heath Common land (Conclusive
Registered Common Land under the Countryside Rights of Way (CRoW) Act 2000) with
respect to the boundary of Colney Heath Parish totalling approximately 60 acres.

Figure 1 Location of Colney Heath Common within the Parish of Colney Heath

Common Description
The Common is one of the few remaining acid heathlands in Hertfordshire. It is classed as a
Hertfordshire Heritage site and has a statutory designation as a Local Nature Reserve (LNR)
and therefore recognised as a habitat of principal importance under the Natural Environment
and Rural Communities Act (2006) Section 41.
The Parish Council’s management strategy is to maintain the acid grassland and lowland
heathland, encouraging plants such as heather, as well as to retain the diversity of species in
and around the grade 1 stretch of river.
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Background
Bordering the river Colne, the Common provides a haven for wildlife and a place for quiet
relaxation for local people.
In such a populated area, it is difficult to balance the requirements of people and nature with
conflicting demands for more car parking and routes for gas, oil and water services - examples
of pressures in recent years.
However, it remains a remarkable site and some views enable the visitor to imagine the much
larger Common once owned by the Abbot of St Albans Abbey.
In the area known as ‘The Warren’ it is thought that soldiers perished there after fleeing the
Battle of Barnet in 1471. Sir Thomas Pope acquired the land in 1547, but as well as sustaining
local people with Common rights to graze, it was considered a lawless place renowned for
prize fighting, cock fighting, card gamblers and Highwaymen, particularly during the mid-18th
and 19th centuries.
Historic white coal posts mark the 1861 boundary of the Metropolitan Police; hence this was
a convenient place to avoid their officers, should they wish to speak to you about your
activities. Over the years the enclosure of land, such as Fredericks Wood, and the
development of roads and housing, such as the mill in 1862, have left a much diminished area
of Common land.
In the early 20th century it was a home for many gypsy families. Part of ‘The Warren’ was
used by the ‘land army’ to grow food during World War 2 and in more recent years an area
was used as a home pitch for the former Queen’s Head pub football team (now a site managed
for heather colonisation).
The Parish Council have undertaken management aimed at maintaining and enhancing the
biodiversity of the site over many years.
National and County based government agencies have provided technical advice and some
financial support to carry out appropriate management but responsibility and funding is
primarily a duty of the Parish Council.
In 1992 some 122 plant species were recorded on the Common and 18 classed as scarce or
locally distributed. The springs and normally trickling river are an important part of the ecology
and locals are aware of the amazing transformation in flood when the upstream swallow holes
are full and spill huge volumes of water that can completely cover the Common. Invasion of
scrub is currently a particular concern; this is cleared regularly at considerable expense.
In 2017 the Council introduced grazing by cattle on the Warren to provide more traditional
management that has been demonstrated elsewhere to be appropriate for maintaining and
enhancing the biodiversity of heathlands.
Further detail about the history, fauna and flora of the Common is provided in Annex A.

Location and habitat types
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Figure 2 is a more detailed local map showing the boundary and features of the registered
common land. The grey areas represent the main areas of scrub/woodland and the
remaining areas are largely grassland and heathland. The river Colne and nearby springs on
the Common are an important feature which strongly impact the ecology of the site. To the
south the adjoining farmland is mostly pasture and to the east Fredericks wood (forestry
land) is a complementary landscape feature. The land to the south of the Mill House is
locally known as ‘The Warren’ or ‘Furzefield’. Part of this site was a former playing field and
is now assimilated into the area subject to periodic grazing to maintain the heathland habitat.

Figure 2 Detailed map of Colney Heath Common
(https://magic.defra.gov.uk/MagicMap.aspx)

Figure 3 shows that the extent of the LNR (hatched) is nearly coincident with the registered
common land. Figure 4 shows the habitat types of principal importance present on the
Common as designated by the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006)
Section 41.
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Figure 3 Registered Common land and LNR boundary
(https://magic.defra.gov.uk/MagicMap.aspx)

Figure 4 Habitat designations; Colney Heath LNR
(https://magic.defra.gov.uk/MagicMap.aspx)
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh
Good quality semi-improved grassland
Lowland Heathland
Deciduous woodland
More detailed information about the history and biodiversity of the Common is given in Annex
A.
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Management
CHPC manages the Common on two main levels;
-

-

Day to day monitoring and responding to events. Such events may be recognised
through observation by council staff (primarily the Common Ranger) and by reports
from local residents e.g. fallen / dangerous trees, littering, fly tipping, motor vehicle
incursion, anti-social behaviour, fencing damage, unauthorised grazing, campers, fires
(natural and person induced, including BBQs), stray and uncontrolled dogs,
unauthorised use of land such as storage of materials or planting, flooding events. Bylaws describe prohibited activities on the Common.
Strategic works to implement management plans agreed with Natural England and
advisory bodies such as the HCC Countryside Management Service. Some of these
works can be undertaken by the Common Ranger and conservation volunteers (under
the CHPC volunteer policy) but most is undertaken through contracts awarded by
CHPC to private sector companies e.g. grass cutting, major scrub clearance, tree
works. Such works should recognise that the historic landscape of the Common was
more open than the present day and the most important rare habitat is the grassland
and heathland, rather than the deciduous woodland and scrub.
The balance of work by employed staff and contractors should be kept under review
to aim for the most efficient and effective approach to undertaking required works. The
Ranger and volunteers are likely to be more effective if more equipment was available
such as a trailer to enable movement of materials around the site e.g. removal of cut
shrub and wood. Currently grazing of ‘The Warren’ is undertaken by Highland cattle
from Willows Farm, London Colney and CHPC are grateful for the support given by
this local company and hope that this relationship can continue for the foreseeable
future.

Strategic management plans
The strategic management requires fulfilling requirements of the site commensurate with
being registered common land, a Local Nature Reserve, an area subject to an Environmental
Stewardship agreement HLS (Higher Level Stewardship) with Natural England and a public
open space. Prior to the Environmental Stewardship agreement introduced in 2013 (until 30
September 2023), CHPC strategic management was guided by the then HERC which was a
HCC unit (now part of HMWT) along with the CMS. The Entry Level and Higher Level
(ELS/HLS) agreement formalised the management approach and was a driver of the (re)introduction of grazing on The Warren.
The HLS agreement sets out a general description of the management required for the
Common identified as two main distinct areas;
The main Common – Maintenance of species rich, semi natural grassland (Lowland
meadows and pastures)
The Warren /Furzefield – Restoration of lowland heath (Lowland heath).
Implementation of the ELS/HLS is subject to periodic inspection and subsequent advisory
comment by Natural England. Annex B shows the advice received during 2017.
Detailed guidance on management to fulfil objectives appropriate for the ELS/HLS objectives
was provided by CMS (Annex C). A key part of the strategic management is the grassland
management plan which forms the specification for contractors undertaking cutting on behalf
of the Council. A map showing the current grass cutting plan is shown in Annex D. Details
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concerning frequency of cutting, cutting height and requirements for removing cuttings are
contained in the specification for the grass cutting contract.

Five Year Plan; 2019 – 2024
This is separated into sections on: day to day monitoring and responding; annual activities
and special projects.

Day to day monitoring and responding
Responding to events including those listed as examples in the previous section. This requires
a part time ranger, office staff and a general public aware of CHPC responsibility for Common
management and relevant CHPC contact points (though signage, web site and newsletter
information). It also requires a budget / contingency for dealing with such events which may
range from £100s for emergency tree work to £1000s for clear up following a traveller incursion
involving fly tipping.

Annual activities
Grass cutting
The current contract specification is considered sufficient. It is important to monitor the
performance of the contractor and to emphasise the necessity of cutting as close as possible
to the edge of the grassland. Each year wood and scrub growth extends into the grassland
which is the most important natural habitat on the Common. Limiting the extent of this process
as far as possible through the grass cutting is an important aspect of delivery of the grass
cutting contract on the Common.
Scrub and woody growth clearance – Main Common
Spread of woody tree growth will inevitably result in grass cutting equipment not maintaining
the grassland – scrub boundary because access will be restricted. Hence the need for a
programme of cutting back tree and scrub growth. The current approach is to cut back
defined areas each year by 20-30% and thereby have a rolling programme.
Figure 4 is an aerial view of the main Common with marked zones and hedge lines referred
to in the programme of works described below.
Works may be just cut back or return to pasture (roots removed), the latter being more
costly. A case can be made for some areas to be cut back where the intent is to encourage
new growth e.g. of box or aspen, that is beneficial to some insects e.g. hedge at rear of Park
Lane properties. However such works do not recover grassland and have only temporary
benefit for maintaining the historic open landscape of the Common. The major hedge lines
are marked as green lines in Figure 4.
Attention should also be given to preventing and removing scrub development around
services ‘manholes’. The lack of close cutting and strimming results in islands of scrub
developing and thereby causing loss of grassland as well as a consequent impact on the
open landscape of the Common. All these should be removed (with the added benefit of
enabling access to the services should there be a need).
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Figure 4 Main Common with areas zoned for scrub and woodland edge management
Proposed Work programme
2019; Reduce scrub areas by 20-30% in zone 1 (Figure 4 blue zone). Remove scrub islands
associated with services manholes (Figure 4 blue triangles). Note: work has been undertaken
(by Common Ranger) to clear middle triangle but other areas may require completion in the
following year.
2020; Cut back woodland edge 2-3m and cut any exposed scrub growth in zone 2 and reduce
scrub areas by 20-30%. (Figure 4 red area and line). Cut back one hedge line.
2021 Cut back woodland edge 2-3m and cut any exposed scrub growth in zone 3 and reduce
scrub areas by 20-30% (Figure 4 yellow area and line). Cut back one hedge line.
2022 Cut back woodland edge 2-3m and cut any exposed scrub growth in zone 4 and reduce
scrub areas by 20-30% (Figure 4 purple area and line). Cut back one hedge line.

Scrub Management – The Warren/Furzefield
As detailed in the grazing plan for the Warren / Furzefield the control of ingress by woody
shrubs and trees is an important and on-going aspect of this heathland management. Grazing
is beneficial for this purpose but not in itself sufficient.
Part of the area requires cutting by a contactor (with tractor) each year to prevent major
development of woody growth; this is preferable to cutting large areas every year to maintain
a diversity of habitat and associated fauna.
The most sensitive areas supporting young heather, gorse and associated species should not
be cut by tractor towed equipment. More precise manual removal of invasive scrub is required
by ranger / volunteers / contractors. There is a need for more volunteer labour to address the
current problem or else some work needs to be put out to contract going forward in 2020.
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Proposed Work Programme
Annual mechanical cut in autumn/winter of approx. one third of area to address scrub invasion.
Annual manual cut (including digging out of hawthorn) in autumn/winter of sensitive areas to
maintain heather, gorse and associated flora.
Tree maintenance
Emergency work is less likely to be required if routine maintenance is undertaken. In autumn
2018 following a survey by specialists and councillors major works were undertaken to cut
back diseased trees along the river (mostly alder). Attention should now focus on the woodland
area on the main Common.
It is envisaged that an annual programme of works would be undertaken over the plan period.
To formulate an appropriate plan it will first be necessary to obtain appropriate advice and
therefore the following outline of actions is proposed.
Summer 2019; Obtain specialist survey of woodland areas on main common to identify any
necessary works. Also consider all boundary trees and hedges (main Common and The
Warren/Furzefield).
Autumn –winter 2019/20 – 21/22; Implement tree management plan; this would probably be
phased over 3 years depending upon urgency and budget implications.
Summer 2022; survey trees along river to identify required works.
Fence, Bollard and Ditch maintenance
Ditches and fences / bollards provide security against ingress and mark boundaries. Ditches
also have a role in water management. There is no fixed programme of maintenance. In 2017
the ditch between Park Lane and Church Lane was cleared. A regular annual survey should
assess the need for works.
Current concerns are focussed on the Warren where ponies have gained access to Common
land through fence failure. During 2019 this risk of further problems should be assessed and
if necessary a plan formulated for future works.
Also required in 2019 is modification of bollards on the High Street to allow legitimate safe
large vehicle access e.g. agricultural equipment.
Coal posts
The 4 coal posts on the Common are listed historic monuments. They require maintenance
and in 2019 require appropriate painting. Responsibility needs to be clarified with central
government and appropriate action facilitated.
CHPC signs
Signs showing CHPC ownership and display of by-laws are in urgent need of replacement in
2019. These should be installed as soon as possible and thereafter maintained accordingly.

Special Projects
2019 - Develop access to triangle land adjacent to river at Church Lane
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Works were planned in 2018 to change the access to enable motorised grass cutting
equipment to get on site to deliver the specified grass cutting regime. This involves removal
of a non-standard pedestrian stile, fencing and tree growth to enable a removable bollard
access way to be constructed. This works should be implemented as soon as possible to avoid
the need for more costly future work dealing with scrub ingress rather than grass cutting.
2019 – Manufacture and place interpretation boards on the Common
Outdoor information boards concerning the history, geography, flora and fauna of the Common
should be designed and manufactured for placement on the Common. This is in order to
increase public awareness about the social and natural importance of the Common and the
need for appropriate management and the role of CHPC. Two boards are envisaged and
depending on costs may be sited at more than one location.
In future years (2020-2021) additional boards could focus on particular features such as the
river and The Warren / Furzefield and inform those walking around the Common.
Complementary downloadable information could describe a walk around the Common /Colney
Heath linking the boards and providing additional information.
2019 -2024 Warren Farm Track renovation
The track has been a site of frequent fly tipping over many years and the surface is frequently
damaged by large vehicles, including those related to non-agricultural activities based at
Warren farm. The vehicle activities and ad hoc repairs have resulted in widening of the track
which is unsightly and unfit (rough and pot holed) for casual users who park private cars for
short visits to the Common or wish access to The Warren and associated footpaths/
bridleways on foot, cycle or horse.
The vision is to create a visitor car parking area near the entrance to the track (on the left as
enter) which is currently overgrown scrub. Access to the track should then be limited to those
with legitimate business at the farm in order to limit the likelihood of fly tipping. Once access
is appropriately controlled the track could be remodelled, perhaps narrowed and with
appropriate surface to serve the needs of the farm and access to the Warren.
The project would involve phased works;
1. Planning car park, budgeting and seeking appropriate permission from the Secretary of
State.
2. Implementing car park
3. Consulting users on methods to limit access to Warren Farm Track.
4 Design and budget for works to Warren Farm Track.
5 Undertake works to Warren
2019-2024 Develop plan for management of land adjacent to Coursers Road
As part of the proposed works to create a car park that is described above, it would be
appropriate to also consider possible works to the land on the opposite side of Coursers Road
from the Warren Farm track entrance. This site has become increasingly scrubby in recent
years with ditches for drainage and prevention of vehicle incursion requiring periodic
maintenance going forward. It is envisaged that the less sloping and least marshy area could
be cleared of scrub and maintained thereafter by regular grass cutting. The ownership and
condition of the boundary fence should be reviewed and works implemented as appropriate.
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It is also noted that the Common extends as a strip either side of Courser’s Road from this
area to the end of ‘The Warren’. The role of CHPC and HCC highways for any management
tasks should be reviewed.
2020-2024 Develop management plan for the river bank
The river is an important geographic and wildlife feature of the Common but while CHPC is
responsible for management of the river banks there is no management plan documented.
Management consists of ad hoc river bank tree management by CHPC and occasional river
bed clearance by the Environment Agency. The river bank is an important habitat and
potentially could be improved for wildlife, perhaps enabling re-introduction of water vole.
CHPC should consult with the Environment Agency and other potential advisers and draw up
a management plan (and implement in future years).
2019-2024 Manage vehicle wayleaves
Pending assessment of property / owner rights seek to clarify wayleave arrangements for
owners/ properties adjoining Common land.
2019-2024 Public events and engagement
To inform local people about the management of the Common, the role of CHPC, its regional
importance for nature conservation and the challenges and costs of maintaining and
enhancing the site the PC should engage directly with the public through events focussed on
the Common.
CHPC traditionally holds a ‘Beating of the Bounds’ each year which involves a boundary walk
led by the Common Ranger and is an opportunity to discuss issues with local people (including
councillors) and observe and record information about the state of the Common.
In addition an educational event such as a walk led by an expert to observe flora and fauna
should be held each year as part of the St Albans Sustainability festival. In 2019 this is to be
held 11 May to 1 June.
These events should be used as an opportunity to form a group of ‘Colney Heath Common
Conservation Volunteers’ to assist the Common Ranger with management tasks involving
manual clearance of scrub, clearing footpaths, picking litter etc. The PC should administer this
group under its volunteer policy and provide some basic PPE (gloves, protective glasses) to
ensure safe working and consider the purchase of some appropriate tools (under the
management of the Common Ranger) such as loppers and spades for use by volunteers.
Review of ELS/HLS agreement with Natural England
The current management agreement with Natural England ends in September 2023. The
agreement provides important management guidance as well as funding. CHPC should
ensure it is aware of opportunities for continuing support after 2023 and act accordingly.
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Annex B Environmental Stewardship
May 2017 update on requirements to fulfil ELS/HLS Agreement
Email sent by Lead Advisor of the Hertfordshire Land Management Team, Natural England
after site visit 18 May 2017 - HLS agreement at Colney Heath Common

With regards to Furzefield, I am keen to see the hawthorn cut as soon as possible, using a
tractor and machine if necessary, to prevent the hawthorn becoming stronger. I think the
hawthorn on Furzefield will continue to be an issue and one that cannot be solved by grazing
alone. I would like to see the grass areas cut after each grazing season to ensure future
hawthorn growth is kept at a minimum height. I am happy for the cows to be introduced this
year whenever the owner is comfortable with bringing them onto the site. I am also agreeable
to grazing by goats and it will be interesting to see if they can apply the required grazing
pressure to the hawthorn.
We walked the main common after you left us and we discussed the encroachment of scrub
onto the areas of grassland. Whilst scrub is an important habitat for some species, it is the
unimproved grassland, so rare in the county, that has the greater environmental value so I
would not like to see these scrub areas increasing in size. In addition to cutting the main part
of the common after 31st July each year, a cut around the base of these scrub areas (and
along the edge of the wood) in autumn should keep any new growth at bay. The grassland on
the main common is in the HK6 option (Maintenance of species-rich, semi-natural grassland)
and one of the indicators of success for this option, as set out in part 3 of the agreement,
reads ‘the extent of the habitats of interest within the grassland as identified in the Farm
Environment Plan should be maintained or increased.’ So in summary we do not want to see
any grassland being lost under trees and scrub.
I hope I have covered the main points of our discussions last week. If you require any help
with the outstanding claim then do please get in touch.
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Annex C CMS management and restoration recommendations
Annex C1 CMS Plan; November 2013
Colney Heath Common Furzefield: Heathland Restoration
Objectives.
• Encourage the diversification of acid grassland wildflower and dwarf shrub
and insect species.
• Retain some scrub islands for landscape, historical and ecological
purposes.
• Control the invasion of hawthorn scrub on important grass and dwarf shrub
communities.
• Restore the roadside hedge.
Description
Furzefield is a part of Colney Heath Common but is separated from the main
body of the common. It is a 6.65 ha. field of mixed acid grassland and heathland.
Scrub islands in the field and around the edge (consisting typically of hawthorn,
elder, dog rose and bramble with some elm near the roadside), provide valuable
structure, diversity, and nesting/perching/ feeding sites for small birds. One line of
these islands is a remnant of an ancient field boundary. However, aerial photos
show these islands are increasing in size to the detriment of the grassland and
dwarf shrub habitat.
Furthermore, some open areas are being invaded by self seeding scrub,
predominantly hawthorn. Presently,1.53ha. (23%) of the open areas are
threatened by invasive hawthorn. It is imperative that a scrub removal
programme is initiated and that measures are put in place to control regeneration
in the future.
Approximately, 8% of the field is currently colonised by dwarf shrubs. To increase
the amount of dwarf shrub cover to a level which will meet the Natural England
‘Indicators of Success’ (i.e. ‘cover of dwarf shrubs should be between 10% and
25% by Year 5’), a programme of extensive grazing will follow the scrub removal
programme. The existing heather shows a good mixture of age classes with a
healthy pioneer stage community establishing where rabbit grazing occurs. The
heather age class distribution is: Pioneer 52%, Mature 45%, Degenerate 3%. A
very small amount of dead heather is present. The small areas of dead and
degenerate heather are threatened by hawthorn and bramble scrub invasion, so
removal of this scrubby material along with the implementation of extensive
grazing should provide the conditions necessary for heather regeneration. No
other management to restore age classes is deemed necessary at this stage,
although it may be necessary in future years.
Petty whin was recorded in 2011 and along with dwarf gorse should be carefully
protected from damage during scrub removal.
Small areas of dwarf gorse are in good condition and Common Gorse shows a
good mixture of age classes with some dead bushes. These dead Common
Gorse bushes will be coppiced during the initial scrub removal works.
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Areas of enriched soils which correlate to the locations of ponds on historical
maps are dominated by ruderal species like nettles, thistles and willow-herb.
These currently take up approximately 1600 sq. m. (2.3% of the field). The
vegetation in this area will be cut and collected during the scrub removal
programme.
A grown out hedge along Coursers Lane contains elm trees which are dying off.
Some work to restore and make safe is required along this hedge line.
There are mature trees, mostly oaks, around the field edge which provide useful
wildlife habitats and shade for grazing animals, and add to the structural diversity
of the site.
Actions.
Habitat
Grass

Dwarf shrub

Action
Gain consent for erecting structures under section
38 of the Commons Act 2006.

Timing
Oct. 2013

Cut and remove grass.

Nov.-Feb
2013-14.

Graze with 8-12 cattle for at least 12 weeks.
Check and maintain fencing, water, gates etc.

Aug.-Nov.
annually.

Monitor effects of grazing regime and adjust
accordingly.
Cut back and remove dead heather as marked on
map.

Nov.
annually
Nov. – Feb
2013.

Scrub

Monitor age stages of existing heather and dwarf
gorse.
Monitor age stage & condition of petty whin.
Cut and remove over mature common gorse.

Hedge

Cut and remove hawthorn scrub and reduce size of
scrub islands.
Retain some areas of scrub (see map)
Restore hedge by Coursers Lane.
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annually

Nov.-Feb.
2013
Nov. –
Feb.
2013-14.
Nov. Feb.
2014
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Appendix 1.
Furzefield heathland restoration: scrub clearance specification
Description: (g.r. TL202054) ( postcode AL4 0PB)
6.65 ha. field of acid grassland and heathland in poor condition because of invasive
scrub.
Field has open access to the public and some anthills which should be retained.
Access is via Warren Farm track opposite entrance to Warren Farm, off Coursers
Lane, Colney Heath
Objectives:
1. To cut and remove vegetation from the site including:
• grass and tall herbs;
• invasive young hawthorn saplings in open areas;
• invasive hawthorns, bramble and over-mature gorse and heather in scrub
‘islands’.
2. To retain marked trees, petty whin and dwarf gorse.
Specification
• Works should be undertaken between November and February
• Cut all unmarked scrub to ground level.
• Cut all other vegetation except heather areas.
• Remove all cut vegetation from site.
• Do not damage the site i.e. avoid damage to ant hills as far as possible; and
do not drive vehicles on site when ground conditions are unsuitable.
• Ensure that members of the public are informed of the work and are kept at a
safe distance from working machinery.
• Ensure that all machine operators are suitably qualified and are wearing
appropriate personal protective equipment.
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Annex C2 CMS advice for grazing The Warren/Furzefield, July 2013
Grazing proposals at Furzefield, Colney Heath Common.
Objectives:
• Scrub control: The invasive hawthorn scrub is endangering the rare acid
grass/heathland habitat. The scrub in the open areas should be cut and
collected by machine during the winter. Some over-mature gorse should also
be cut and removed. Any invasive scrub within heather areas will need to be
cut and removed by hand. As the cut hawthorn will regenerate rapidly, this
should be followed by grazing the next summer.
•

Sward Diversity: By removing the competition of invasive scrub and rank
vegetation, (particularly the false oat grass in the former pond) the spread of
typical heath and acid grassland will be encouraged. Animals selectively
graze so will gradually produce a differentiated sward.

•

Reducing nutrient levels: Grazing animals will remove nutrients from the
soils which will encourage acid grassland and heathland species.

•

Sustainable management: Converting something we don’t want (i.e.
invasive hawthorn scrub and rank vegetation) into something we do want (i.e.
high premium meat) without using fossil fuels or herbicides has obvious
economic and ecological advantages.

Fencing type
Post and stock fencing with 2 internal barbed wire strands and one external plain
wire strand.

Post and stock fencing with 2 internal barbed wire strands. (N.B. the proposed
fence would include one external plain wire to protect people and horses from
the barbed wire.)
Kissing gates:
5 gates in well used access locations.

Livestock handling corral with 2 field gates.
Necessary to collect the animals.
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The gates are to be locked open when livestock are not present i.e. for 42 weeks of
the year.
Drinking Trough and supply pipe.
Supply pipe from farm connection, sunk 15cm in to ground to plastic drinking trough.
Livestock.
The best grazing schemes are local where parishioners have some ‘ownership’of the
scheme : livestock from a nearby farm, farmer known around the parish, livestock
easily moved and checked (perhaps by regular users), meat available locally, etc.
The animals could be either:
Traditional/rare breed cattle.
Regime: 6 steers for 10 weeks. Last week in August till first week in Nov. Cattle will
be resistant to problems with dog attacks.
Or
Traditional rare breed sheep.
Regime: 20 sheep for 10 weeks. Last week in August till first week in Nov. Sheep will
graze scrub re-growth more effectively, but would perhaps be vulnerable to dog
attacks.
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Annex D Plan of Common areas subject to grass cutting
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